The Clean Energy Ministerial Nuclear Innovation:
Clean Energy Future (NICE Future) presents:

FLEXIBLE NUCLEAR CAMPAIGN
FOR NUCLEAR-RENEWABLES INTEGRATION

A CAMPAIGN OF THE CLEAN ENERGY MINISTERIAL

NUCLEAR-RENEWABLE INTEGRATION FOR
ADVANCED CLEAN ENERGY SYSTEMS
As global wealth increases, modern electricity grids must meet rising demand for reliable,
flexible and clean energy. Future energy systems that include high penetrations of variable
renewable energy will need complementary clean dispatchable generation. Current models
project a large role for natural gas fired generation to meet this need. Flexible nuclear can
substitute for natural gas—with zero emissions. Some nuclear plants already operate flexibly.
Advanced reactor systems will expand this capability. Combining wind and solar with advanced nuclear generation delivers low cost, resilient and clean future energy systems.

1. Initial modeling of New England with PLEXOS power system software confirms the potential effectiveness
of advanced nuclear plants with energy storage for displacing natural gas and reducing CO2 emissions.
Overall generation increases in the Advanced Nuclear scenario enabling clean energy exports.
Source: Based on NREL ReEDS Low Natural Gas Price and Low Renewable Energy Costs scenario

ADVANCED NUCLEAR TECHNOLOGIES
Forthcoming advanced nuclear reactors offer an even wider range of potential applications,
and they are set to become commercially available as early as the late 2020s. These applications include not just flexible power generation but also heat for households and industrial
processes, as well as hydrogen production for direct use and as feedstock for synthetic fuels.
The Flexible Nuclear Campaign is among the first efforts to include these technologies in
large-scale modelling of energy systems.
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The NICE future flexible nuclear campaign will answer the following questions:
How can advanced nuclear technologies support load following
in various markets?
What are the necessary advanced nuclear attributes
to maximize value in different markets?
How can this value be realized as revenue within different market designs?
In flexible systems, how can advanced nuclear technologies provide
reliable, emissions-free energy for heating, desalination, transportation,
and industry to fully utilize their capacities when integrating with variable
renewable electricity generation?

The Flexible Nuclear Campaign is among
the first efforts to include flexible advanced
nuclear technologies in large-scale modelling
of energy systems.
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FLEXIBLE NUCLEAR CAMPAIGN – OBJECTIVE AND FOCUS
Meeting clean energy goals will require all the clean energy sources available to us. The
“Flexible Nuclear Campaign: Nuclear-Renewable Integration for Advanced Clean Energy
Systems” is a campaign within the NICE Future initiative that brings together governments,
research institutions, non-government organizations, and industry to focus on flexible,
integrated systems that use both nuclear and renewable energy. The campaign will develop a
clear understanding of how coordinated use of these technologies can reliably and affordably
accelerate contributions to clean energy systems of the future.
The Campaign will focus on two areas:
Modeling revenue opportunities for flexible nuclear energy systems, working in 		
tandem with renewable energy, in various parts of the world and 		
Communicating cost and technical performance requirements back to government
stakeholders and advanced reactor design teams.
The Campaign findings will be communicated to all CEM members, energy
system stakeholders, and policy makers and influencers through:
Briefing materials (reports, summaries) aimed at decision
makers and other stakeholders.
Seminars and workshops that directly engage various facets
of the energy community.
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The NICE Future initiative and Flexible Nuclear Campaign participants—which includes
countries with established nuclear fleets and those considering nuclear development—
will evaluate, demonstrate, and communicate the economic benefits of highly-flexible
advanced nuclear energy systems. This involves articulating the qualitative and quantitative
benefits ($/MW and $/MWh) of these systems and their cost-competitiveness in select
power markets.
The Campaign builds on a modelling approach developed for ARPA-E, a program of the U.S.
Department of Energy, to provide ground-breaking capability to interested Clean Energy
Ministerial countries. Campaign findings will be communicated to all CEM members, energy
system stakeholders, and policy makers and influencers.

2: More countries are entering a situation where they will need ever more active investments
and new technologies to ensure grid reliability. Source: OECD-NEA 2019.

The backbone of the Flexible Nuclear Campaign is the development of a model template and
methodology. This work is already underway in the United States. As new countries sign up,
their context and specific conditions will be applied to the model as new modules to get as
relevant results as possible.

THE CAMPAIGN:
Builds a shared vision of future clean energy systems to broaden the role of
cost-effective clean energy in participating countries.
Quantifies and communicates the volume of emissions-free energy that
could be supplied to energy use sectors—electricity, industrial heat, and
transportation fuels (hydrogen, synthetic fuels).
Introduces a new approach and provides new data to fill a key gap in
international energy policy development by including flexible nuclear in
advanced energy system analyses.
Analyzes future power market scenarios to inform the design process for
innovative nuclear technologies to ensure that they are cost-competitive
once market ready and target real market needs.
Establishes an understanding among reactor developers, investors, and
government stakeholders on the near-term viability of advanced nuclear
technologies, the economic and technical roles they can play in future
energy markets, and the potential global market share for flexible nuclear.
Partners will interact throughout the Campaign via periodic webinar and/or in-person meetings, and receive briefing materials on the results, as well as invitations to all Campaign events.
The Campaign will start after CEM10 (May 2019). Now is the perfect time to sign up and get
involved!
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3: Some advanced reactors are already designed for flexible production.
See NuScale’s PowerModule load-following a wind farm with turbine bypass in a modelling simulation.1

COMMUNICATION IS KEY
Gathering information is important, but it is only useful if it is successfully communicated
to the right people. Disseminating the results effectively is a major focus of the campaign.
The findings will be communicated to all CEM members and other parties and stakeholders
involved as well as policy makers and influencers. This will be done through various briefing
materials, seminars and workshops during the campaign.
Reports will also be made public when appropriate and communicated to the wider public
using traditional and social media. The Campaign will start after CEM10 (May 2019) and will
last 18 to 24 months.
1 Source: D. T. Ingersoll, C. Colbert, Z. Houghton, R. Snuggerud, J. W. Gaston and M. Empey, “Can Nuclear Energy
and Renewables be Friends?” Proceedings of the 2015 International Congress on Advances in Nuclear Power
Plants (ICAPP 2014), Nice, France, May 2-6, 2015. http://tinyurl.com/yaws7mcc

JOIN US!
Do you want to be at the forefront of finding out what advanced nuclear can do for your
country’s energy system? We are inviting CEM member countries to join our campaign,
which will run between 18 and 24 months, starting at CEM10, May 2019. Early signers enjoy
the benefit of running the full course of the campaign in interaction with the team, giving and
getting valuable feedback and results.

TEAM
The campaign team includes world experts on both modelling complex energy systems as well
as communicating the results in a clear and accessible way. The modelling can be done by our
team or together with a capable institution in the participating country.

CONTACT INFO:
info@nice-future.org
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